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Proven results
and highly
satisfied
patients
Several clinical studies of HAIRestart® have
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demonstrated high efficacy. Significant
after

improvement of hair growth along with
increased hair density, and a stabilization
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of hair loss were reported. Patients
typically report more elastic and less
dry scalp, and thicker, more durable,
healthier and denser hair than before.
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HAIRestart®
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Non-Invasive Laser Stimulation
of Hair Growth

What is
HAIRestart®?
Fotona’s HAIRestart® laser hair-growth

What is the
treatment
like?
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solution is an effective method of treating
hair loss disorders in men and women.

The HAIRestar® procedure is well

This innovative solution is based on gentle,

tolerated by patients, with minimal

non-invasive laser stimulation of dormant

discomfort. There are several passes of the

hair follicles to regenerate the scalp and

laser over the scalp during the treatment

promote hair growth.

and patients feel only a slow and gradual
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heat build-up. There is some redness,

How does
it work?
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which subsides in a few days, and there
can be some slight delayed peeling of
the skin. The duration of the treatment
depends on the size of the affected
area. In general it is about a 30 minute

HAIRestart® takes advantage of the

appointment.
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unique, patented Fotona SMOOTH® laser
modality, delivering precisely engineered
laser pulses to the tissue, triggering the
scalp in a safe and therapeutic way with
ultimate comfort for the patient. The result
is increased tissue regeneration and the
promotion of new follicle growth.

More About HAIRestart®

Key
advantages of
HAIRestart®
•

Prevents further hair loss

•

Increases hair density and thickness

•

Promotes new follicle growth

•

No medications or down-time
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